An auditorium in Anthony Hall was almost completely filled Thursday night during President Clifton W. Wharton's annual State of the University address. During the 35 minute speech, Wharton detailed what MSU's strategy should be in holding creeping inflation.

Wharton: U must adjust to economy

Crowd mood churchlike at address

Instead of chimes and an organ, Clifton W. Wharton this year opened the ceremonies of the State of the University address with a presiding officer of a church, who as master of ceremonies for the auditorium, began the program with a sermon.

"I am here, "Wharton said, "at your request. I am only to deliver a message and have no power or interest in the determination of the policies of the institution." 

He added: "The main objective of the budget is to find the extra resources, and the extra resources are going to come from the university."

Wharton: U must adjust to economy

Rations sold as snacks

By BRUCE E. WALKER

What is 12 years old, cheap and uncomplimentary expert witness required of the management, students, administration and vendors?

The answer is the survival crackers and candy bar, two items recently put on sale in MSU's University Center.

Several days ago, President W. E. Elliott, announced his plan to adjust the university to economy, the latest step in the battle against the inflation-driven spiraling of prices. The plan included an increase in the student fees, the elimination of a student loan program, and a cutback in some university services.

When the announcement was made, the students were shocked. Many students were not aware that they were being asked to pay for these services, which included eight dollars for the administration, a dollar for the athletic department, and half a dollar for the student body.

The administration had planned to use the extra resources to provide more scholarships and grants, to increase the number of faculty members, and to provide better facilities for the students. However, the plan was met with resistance from the students, who felt that they were being asked to pay for services that were not essential to their education. The administration was forced to back down on its plans, and the proposal was eventually scrapped.

The administration then turned to the students and asked them to contribute to the cause of economy. The students were not happy with the idea, but they were forced to accept it.

The administration then proposed to sell survival crackers and candy bars as a way to raise money for the university. The students were not happy with this idea, but they were forced to accept it.
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In an unusual show of unity, the nation's governors agreed to resolve Thursday morning all civil conservation is the best short-term approach to the country's energy crisis.
The resolution passed by a 30-1 vote after an earlier resolution directly opposing President Ford's call to halt the proposed import is a large majority but fell short of the three-fourths needed for adoption. The governors do not approve tariffs on the immediate approach, but made it clear that conservation would be their top priority and that additional steps could follow, primarily as a backstop in case other efforts fail.

Era defeated in Nevada

The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) was defeated by the Nevada Senate on Wednesday, making Nevada the third state to reject the proposed amendment to the Constitution in many years.
The 12-5 vote comes off a pro-choice proponents tried at length to counter arguments that the amendment would end the states' right to set their own standards and make women eligible for a military draft.

Wallace to join third party

Gov. George Wallace of Alabama has said that a third party is possible or that he would switch to a third party if Democrats do not work out their differences. Wallace was quoted in an interview broadcast Thursday on the ABC afternoon newscast, but his decision to form a third party next year if the Democratic party does not listen to his calls for a presidential candidate or his platform suggestions.

Indochina trip postponed

State Dept. officials acknowledged Thursday that a congressional trip to Indochina proposed by President Ford has been postponed indefinitely. Ford had hoped the two nations would sign a peace agreement in Geneva as early as this week.

The officials said it would be impossible to hold the controversial trip this week that was considered by the Senate as soon as this week.

The 10-day expedition was to have left for Saigon this week, but the State Department was not ready to proceed.

McGovern tells Butz to quit

Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., accused Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz, who opposes grain subsidies and crop prices, of being "all talk and no action".

"Your administration of this program during last year's volatile period only served to further the decimation of this industry and people's buying power," McGovern said.

Butz said the opposition to the plans before the committee to cut the number of acres under cultivation was "an obvious vote for the farmer who is not a member of the American Farm Bureau.

House acts to increase student aid

An additional $717 million in state financial aid to college students was agreed to by the Senate, but money for the measure would have to be approved by the state legislatures.

The measure, which is expected to cost $9 billion over the next two years, was approved by a 77-0 vote.

The bill provides grants and low-interest loans to students from the Potomac to the Pacific, but money for the measure would have to be approved by the state legislatures.

The plan would provide a $1,200 per year grant to cover tuition and fees, as well as a $1,000 loan for books and other expenses.

SPLITTING CYPRUS

The split in the Greek and Turkish Cypriot communities was again evident as the Senate debated a bill to give the island to the United Nations.

The bill, which was introduced by Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., was approved by a 77-0 vote. The bill provides for a $1,200 per year grant to cover tuition and fees, as well as a $1,000 loan for books and other expenses.

The measure is expected to cost $9 billion over the next two years, but it is not yet clear how much it will cost.

Ethiopia to get $4.1 million

The U.S. government, which has been assisting Ethiopia since 1973, will give the country $4.1 million to help meet its emergency food needs.
All factions contending with problems at U-M

By STEVE MORRIS

Lansing State Journal

In the wake of demonstrations, demands disperse

The idea of a "peaceful" protest is hard to believe. The demonstration on the Michigan State University campus this week was not peaceful. Indeed, it was anything but peaceful. The students who took to the streets to voice their不满 were met with resistance from the police, who used tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse the crowd.

The protest was organized by the Michigan Student Association (MSA), a group that represents the interests of undergraduate students at the university. The MSA claimed that the protest was in response to cuts in student services and a lack of responsiveness from the administration.

However, the police disputed this claim, saying that the protest was in violation of local laws and regulations. The police also cited the potential for violence as a reason for using force.

The protest was a reminder of the ongoing tension between the university and its students, who have been fighting for better conditions and representation for years. The University of Michigan is one of the largest universities in the country, and it has a long history of student activism.

As the protest continued, the atmosphere became more tense, with protesters and police facing off in the streets. The situation escalated when the police used tear gas to disperse the crowd, leading to further protests.

The protest ended with the police making several arrests and seizing equipment used by the protesters. The police also detained several members of the MSA, who were later released.

The entire scene was a reminder of the ongoing struggles between the university and its students. It was a day of tension and conflict, with both sides determined to have their voices heard. The future of the protest is uncertain, but it is clear that the issue of student representation and services will continue to be a focal point for the university.

Saturday bus service suspended

According to People Magazine, which likes to play up the beautiful areas. Congested Boat Cap is dapper, politically incorrect. ‘A tough man who likes his beer’ and somewhat innocent — not to mention single, who is a bit missing his arm. The beer is of the Michigan Muskegon type. The bus service is suspended.

Correction

The letter printed in these pages are full-page treatment. Curr featured in two photos. Readers are not able to read the words, neither enprising, more drawn, more, more. They think ‘phone’ than was proportioned twice in a Washington paper, ‘All the good’.

Ted Abram's Brainchild

Unique plane returns

By AL WALLIS

Cashmere, the dapper, is one of the few who can claim to have flown in a plane designed by himself. His first plane was built in 1939, and it was a real success. The plane was made of wood and was powered by a single engine.

The plane was designed to be a personal aircraft, and it was used for both personal and business travel. Cashmere was a successful businessman, and he used his plane to travel to meetings and appointments.

However, the plane was not without its problems. It was quite noisy, and it was not very fast. Nevertheless, Cashmere continued to fly the plane, and he used it for many years.

The plane was finally retired in the late 1940s, and it was stored in a hangar. It was later restored and has been on display in an air museum.

Cashmere was an innovative designer, and he was well respected in the industry. His plane was one of the first to use the principles of aeroelasticity, which is the study of the interaction between aerodynamic forces and the structural response of an aircraft.

Cashmere's plane was a true pioneer, and it was a testament to his creativity and ingenuity. It is a reminder of the importance of design and innovation in the field of aviation.
**Land use law needed to prevent exploitation**

This session the state legislature will reconsider a proposal to regulate the currently haphazard and uncontrolled development of land in Michigan. The state land use bill, which died in a committee last year due largely to the lobbying efforts of real estate developers, would provide a means to assist Michigan’s previous agricultural, wild-erness and mineral resources from excessive exploitation. Michigan badly needs such a bill, and its passage would be a major victory for the highlights of this legislative session.

The real estate industry would like to see all zoning powers rest in the hands of county and municipal government officials. A small municipality, which may have a legal staff of just one, has much easier access to a state government. Often, local officials enterget to get new tax revenue generated by new development plans preempt all other concerns.

Another cop-out day?

Should the trustees once again avoid us the attention of the UFW boycott, they will fall. If the importance of decision by inaction which they are prone. Politics and the struggle of a cop-out can only be a decision that of the UFW boycott but also to ban any UFW letter writing. If the trustees continue to take no action they may lose the support of one of the most exploited segments of the American population. And if they continue to make no decision that is necessary in the interest of justice, then the State legislature will be called to take an action they cannot resist. The current investigation of the issues or other significance can be made.

The trustees must keep in mind that they are a part of this movement. If they have a choice of support or cooperation with the interests in an alarming plan. There is no in-bet.

Ingham County Board — hang on to your money.**

**Sharp note**

With East Lansing City Clerk Brenda Houghton officials confident of an interest of conflicts of interest charges, the printed is nowcasted to retain her title in this area. Sharp note that she decided to resign Tuesday’s city council meeting, adherent objecting that Michigan’s gether of his previously speaking time against her interests.

Pot calling

The State News has published several editorials on the subject of irresponsible journalism and another story showing the hypocrisy of increasing one of student union funds.

Further thing is that it means that the State legislature is in a worse strait in these areas.

Another thing must be to consider that the State News continues to guard jealously the same status that it has obtained from the students. This is a matter of rights. The State News on the students’ right to know and make use of the editorial page as a forum for the discussion of various issues.

While and striking The Onion on the same point that the State News continues to guard jealously the same status that it has obtained from the students. This is a matter of rights. The State News on the students’ right to know and make use of the editorial page as a forum for the discussion of various issues.

It is a national tragedy that about the pot calling the battle black.

Editor’s note: refunds or subscriptions are available this week for the Michigan, which has been delayed in the mail.
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Point: Gun Control

the root causes of crime


economist

U.S. sells serendipity

Anadel Dyer's remarks (Feb. 18) on the national security and defense system's "substantive gains in confidence" have been widely interpreted in Washington as suggesting that the United States is ready to take a lead in the arms control negotiations with the Soviet Union. Dyer's words, however, do not necessarily imply that the United States is prepared to accept a reduction in its nuclear arsenal at this time.

Students defend professor on charge

Finance that new car at your credit union and get a second REBATE!

Rarely has there been a better time to buy a new car than right now! Dealers are dealing and manufacturers are offering substantial rebates. As if that weren't enough to persuade you to buy now, your MSU Employee Credit Union will refund the first month's interest when you finance your 1975 model car with us between Feb. 3 and April 30, 1975. That's right! The first 30 days interest will be returned to you when you make your first car payment. And remember, the first month's interest is larger than any of the others because when you finance anything at your credit union you pay interest only on the outstanding balance.

In addition, your low-cost credit union loan is covered by credit life insurance at no extra charge. And down payment requirements are modest—usually no down payment is required.

If you have an instant Cash revolving credit account, just give us a call or tell the dealer you want to use ABC Cash financing from your credit union.

Diyourselves—and the economy—a big favor right now! Go get that new car. A buyer's market like this isn't going to last forever!
Sonny-less Cher goes solo in a bejeweled extravaganza

By KATHY DEISLER
Manhasset News Reporter

As a solo in Tokyo, Cher will shed the glitz and bling that has been her trademark, while also stripping away the late husband-sonnyMORE aspects of her life.

But Cher is not alone in her new venture. "Cher," her new album, is a collaboration with American composer and producer Sonny Bono, who died in 1998.

"Cher" features songs that were written by Bono and other artists, including her hit "Believe," which was written by Bono and Robert Mezick.

The album "Cher" is a collection of songs that were written by Bono and other artists, including her hit "Believe," which was written by Bono and Robert Mezick.

Cher delivers a purely musical performance, with a Amy Grant-kissed pop vibe, which would have been comfortable for her part in the movie "Delightful." She delivered a purely musical performance, with a Amy Grant-kissed pop vibe, which would have been comfortable for her part in the movie "Delightful.

Cher's voice is clear and strong, and she delivers her songs with a sense of immediacy, making them feel new and fresh.
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The Ten Pound Fiddle presents
Barry O'Neill
traditional folk singer from Canada playing
concertina and Irish pipes
Friday, February 7 at 8:00 p.m.

Union Grill
$1.50

The impact of inflation upon work force turnover in universities has been dramatic and real - to the point where inflation has become a factor in the hiring process. This inflation has been felt most keenly in areas where the university's fiscal policy has been severely restrained. The result has been that faculty and staff are now facing a more uncertain, and less predictable, employment situation. The university, however, has not been spared. The impact of inflation upon the university's budget has been severe, and the result has been a reduction in the amount of resources available for the support of the university's educational mission. The university is now forced to make difficult decisions regarding the allocation of its resources, and these decisions must be made in light of the university's commitment to academic excellence. The university must also consider the impact of these decisions on the university's ability to attract and retain the best possible faculty and staff. The university's fiscal policy must be viewed in the context of the university's overall mission and goals. The university must strive to maintain a balance between the need to allocate resources to support the university's educational mission and the need to ensure the long-term financial health of the university. The university must also consider the impact of these decisions on the university's ability to attract and retain the best possible faculty and staff. The university's fiscal policy must be viewed in the context of the university's overall mission and goals. The university must strive to maintain a balance between the need to allocate resources to support the university's educational mission and the need to ensure the long-term financial health of the university. The university must also consider the impact of these decisions on the university's ability to attract and retain the best possible faculty and staff. The university's fiscal policy must be viewed in the context of the university's overall mission and goals. The university must strive to maintain a balance between the need to allocate resources to support the university's educational mission and the need to ensure the long-term financial health of the university. The university must also consider the impact of these decisions on the university's ability to attract and retain the best possible faculty and staff. The university's fiscal policy must be viewed in the context of the university's overall mission and goals. The university must strive to maintain a balance between the need to allocate resources to support the university's educational mission and the need to ensure the long-term financial health of the university. The university must also consider the impact of these decisions on the university's ability to attract and retain the best possible faculty and staff. The university's fiscal policy must be viewed in the context of the university's overall mission and goals. The university must strive to maintain a balance between the need to allocate resources to support the university's educational mission and the need to ensure the long-term financial health of the university.
Wharton: 'U' needs creative planning:

...from page 9

...and 9 per cent reduction.

In the academic area, the departmental recommendations will be reviewed at the college level for additional comments and priority setting and at the university level the total program will be reviewed with the academic and non-academic areas. The evaluation is that alternative plans and programs will offer the best base for feasible and intelligent planning.

...the Governor has issued his recommendations for the 1975-76. As he could be accurate, the amount to be requested for 1975-76 is not precisely known.

...in order to maintain the promise of progress, the Governor has issued his recommendations for the 1975-76. As he could be accurate, the amount to be requested for 1975-76 is not precisely known. The Governor has issued his recommendations for the 1975-76. As he could be accurate, the amount to be requested for 1975-76 is not precisely known.
Piano & Organ! 

Baldwin 

Pianos & Organs 

20%-40% OFF 

Saves 25% on the Best Values Going in 4 Channel 

Techton SAKR 4X multi-channel AM/FM stereo receiver is a great value for your channel stereo music reproduction. This receiver can be used for FM stereo or AM stereo. It comes with a built-in circuit to deliver more power. 15 watts per channel minimum 50 watts total harmonic distortion at 4 ohms. 6.1 kHz.

The savings are truly outstanding. 

The ADVENT Level 201 TAPE DECK 

ADVANTAGE 

The finest tape deck in the world.

Savings 

Ravings!

MAC LAUGHLIN'S 

PIANO & ORGAN MART 

1606 E. MICHIGAN AVE. 
LANSING, MI 48947 5995 

THE BIG BARNEY 

Just like the BIG MAC! 

two pottles of lean, pure beef with rich melon cheese plus lettuce and our special sauce piled high on a double decker bun! 

the price: ONLY 59¢ not 76¢ 
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Cagers winning despite "bad boy" tag

By CHARLES JOHNSON
State News Sports Writer

The Spartans won a hard-fought battle with Marquette University on Saturday in the 118-pound weight class.

Four of the team's six victories were won in the 10 weights by the Spartans. The team scored 27 points and the Golden Eagles scored 9 points. The Spartans also won two matches that were decided within a point.

The match was held in the University球 Arena and was the last home match for the Spartans this season.

The victory against Marquette improved the Spartans' record to 8-5 overall.

In other action, the Spartans also won matches against Indiana and Minnesota. The team is now 10-6 overall and 6-2 in conference play.

Spartans' Peters wins by decision

By BILL LIPINSKI
State News Sports Writer

MSU's women's swimming team will be traveling to Minneapolis, Minn. on Saturday to defend its Big Ten title at the meet.

The undefeated Spartans are expected to compete against the University of Minnesota. The meet will be held at the University of Minnesota Aquatic Center at 11 a.m. The winner of the meet will be determined by the team's overall performance.

MSU's women's swimming team has won the Big Ten title for the past two years and is currently ranked second nationally.

The team is currently ranked second in the nation and is looking to keep its streak of consecutive conference championships.

The meet will be held at the University of Minnesota Aquatic Center and will begin at 11 a.m. The winner of the meet will be determined by the team's overall performance.

Spartan Kenyon wins

By BILL LIPINSKI
State News Sports Writer

MSU's men's swimming team will be traveling to Minneapolis, Minn. on Saturday to defend its Big Ten title at the meet.

The undefeated Spartans are expected to compete against the University of Minnesota. The meet will be held at the University of Minnesota Aquatic Center at 11 a.m. The winner of the meet will be determined by the team's overall performance.

MSU's men's swimming team has won the Big Ten title for the past two years and is currently ranked second nationally.

The team is currently ranked second in the nation and is looking to keep its streak of consecutive conference championships.
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Jeff Herbert, President of the Michigan Public Service Commission, last week was quoted as saying in The Ann Arbor News that "It's not that the Michigan Bell rate hikes have reached a record level. It's that they're going to reach a record level again in the near future."

The UM (University of Michigan) faculty newspaper, The Ann Arbor News, reported that Herbert was making a point in a speech that a rate hike for Michigan Bell would require a unanimous vote of the PSC, which has been in the process of making a decision on the matter for several months.

The PSC is expected to approve a rate hike that would increase the cost of a monthly bill for a typical customer by approximately $15. Herbert said the increase would be necessary to fund the company's growing expenses, including higher costs for labor and materials.

The rate hike is expected to become effective in late February or early March, with the exact date to be determined by the PSC. Herbert said the increase will be shared among Michigan Bell's customers, with some customers paying more than others depending on their usage.

The Michigan Bell rate hike is expected to be the fourth in the past two years, and Herbert said the company has been working to minimize the impact of the increases on customers.

The UM faculty newspaper reported that Herbert said the rate hike is necessary because of the company's ongoing efforts to modernize its infrastructure and improve service quality.

Herbert said the rate hike is expected to be the last of a series of increases that have been approved by the PSC in recent years. He said the company has been working to ensure that the increases are fair and equitable for all customers.

The rate hike is expected to be a significant financial burden for some Michigan Bell customers, who have been hit hard by the economic downturn and rising costs.

Herbert said the company is committed to providing excellent service to its customers, and the rate hike is necessary to ensure that it can continue to invest in the infrastructure and technology needed to meet the demands of a growing and changing marketplace.

He said the PSC has been working closely with Michigan Bell to ensure that the rate hike is fair and reasonable, and he believes the company has done a good job of justifying the increase.

Herbert said the rate hike will be effective in late February or early March, with the exact date to be determined by the PSC. The company is expected to provide a detailed explanation of the increase to its customers in the near future.

The UM faculty newspaper reported that Herbert said the rate hike is expected to be the last of a series of increases that have been approved by the PSC in recent years. He said the company has been working to ensure that the increases are fair and equitable for all customers.

He said the rate hike is necessary because of the company's ongoing efforts to modernize its infrastructure and improve service quality.

Herbert said the rate hike is expected to be a significant financial burden for some Michigan Bell customers, who have been hit hard by the economic downturn and rising costs.

Herbert said the company is committed to providing excellent service to its customers, and the rate hike is necessary to ensure that it can continue to invest in the infrastructure and technology needed to meet the demands of a growing and changing marketplace.

He said the PSC has been working closely with Michigan Bell to ensure that the rate hike is fair and reasonable, and he believes the company has done a good job of justifying the increase.

Herbert said the rate hike will be effective in late February or early March, with the exact date to be determined by the PSC. The company is expected to provide a detailed explanation of the increase to its customers in the near future.
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Nation turns to DST Sunday

By United Press International

The nation turns to daylight saving time Sunday, marking the clocks will move ahead one hour at 2 a.m. in Michigan, the clock will be set an hour earlier.

The state legislators decided not to put Michigan on daylight time and this is, effect, will keep the state in Central Standard Time until April 21. In that case, Michigan clocks will advance an hour at 2 a.m.

The impact on the lives of the state's residents means householders in Detroit will go to work an hour earlier and the TV news opens "Edge of Night" will appear one hour earlier.

"It is in the words of a Bible Book saying nothing, "a pain in the neck."

In fact, most businesses have now loss most of the time of the morning's clocks.

Airline, too, competes and crews and flight schedules ahead of schedule. The week change has been arranged to avoid the same hours.

Schedules will lose an hour earlier. One hour earlier than the standard appearing in the schedule until the time change. The new flight schedule will start at the O'Hara.

The impact on in loop and yours shows.

Most airlines plan to tape networking coming when and how when the main aircraft is produced.

Expectations have increased in the last couple months have a full ATC and plan on the main aircraft being flown.

Double and Howard R. Smith, head of Michigan to see Michigan clocks be set an hour ahead they speak in New York.

The latest procedure could sell $150,000 a month in the operating costs of major airlines.

One side effect is that four hours apart, flight RNA in the West.
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Collegiate Work Service Endorsements: A HOW?

Apartments

WANTED: 2-2-21, Jim, 2nd floor, 2nd floor. 4-2-25, 332-4938.
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Welcome to
Williamston
CITY LIMITS

HUNT'S
BODY SHOP
177 W. GRAND RIVER-WILLIAMSTON
SPECIALIZING
IN AUTO PAINTING
655-1039
Open: 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri.
Saturday: 7:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
REASONABLE PRICES
Quality Collision Work
OVER 46 YEARS OF CONTINUOUS SERVICE IN AUTO REPAIR AND PAINTING

THE COTTAGE
YARN SHOP & UPHOLSTERY
PLANNING EXPANSION SOON!!
Wining Supplies, Will Specialize in the natural woods and your hand dyed with nature's dyes. Will Special Order.

2946 Kehin Road
655-3990
Open: 10a.m.-6p.m. Mon., Thurs., Fri., Sat.)
Saturday Afternoons Closed: Wednesdays

WORRIED ABOUT THE DISTANCE?? NO NEED TO!!!
Via Grand River, Williamston is approximately 10 miles from East Lansing.

D 00 A L I V E  L I T T L E  . . .  S A V E  A L O T ! ! !
Tired of buying Grand River's rip off prices? We will the same items, same quality for a lower price.

TRADITIONAL
WILLIAMSTON'S BIRTHDAY SALE
Umbrellas, Gourmet Gifts, Jewelry, Pottery, China Table Wares, Picture Frames, Clocks, Wines, Books, Antiques.
Many Other Savings

BIZON'S CERAMICS
Classes-Firing-Gifts
Greenware-Supplies
132 East Grand River, Williamston
655-1655

The FINEST MEATS
Anywhere
1 Guarantee it!
All Meats Custom Cut by Ray.

BARRETT'S
111 E. GRAND RIVER
Williamston, MI
12-5 Mon.-Sat. 10:30-8:00
12-5 Monday, 10:30-6:00
Master Charge and Bank American Accepted

MAY'S DRUG
A Friend in Need
Is a Friend Indeed...
129 S. Putman
655-2420

How Williamston Looks From The Air
-1971-
Williamston Step or Smile as You Pass By!!

The BUCKET
132 W. Grand River
Take A Bucket Break
Live Entertainment
Thurs., Fri., & Sat., Nights
Rock & Roll to the sounds of Kilgore's Toast!!
Thursday, 8-12pm
Fri. & Sat., 9-1:30 pm

ANTIOQUES and COLLECTABLES
"come in and browse"
Flea Market
129 W. Grand River, Williamston
Furn., Tues. and Sat., 10am-4pm

DEALER SPACE AVAILABLE
Flea Press PRINTING
Business Cards, Letterheads, Rubber Stamps, Small Jobs
655-2780

17 W. GRAND RIVERSIDE
655-5599
COUNTY TONING

BIZON'S CERAMICS
Classes-Firing-Gifts
Greenware-Supplies
132 East Grand River, Williamston
655-1655

The FINEST MEATS
Anywhere
1 Guarantee it!
All Meats Custom Cut by Ray.

MOUNTAIN MEAT
17 W. GRAND RIVERSIDE
655-5599
COUNTY TONING

Looking north from S. Putman in the days of Model T's in the twenties. Note ground-enchanted traffic signal in the center, at Grand River and Putman.
NEW HEAD OF WOMEN'S PROGRAMS
Director tackles issues

By PEGGY GOODEY
State News Staff Writer

Through her newly
reorganized office in the
Women's Services, new
director of programs, Dr. 
Christine Wilson, MSU's dean of the Office of Women's Programs, said she is working more with women as administrators and more with men as students.

Wilson, appointed the Janu-
ary, oversees nine programs, including women's services, women's studies and women's health and students.

Since women are needed in the ranks of admin-
istrators and graduate work, new office would have to be increased in scope, Wilson said.

"The differences are that women hold more of the
positions in women's programs, and there are no men
in women's programs," Wilson said.

Women should be able to enter the medical field
and be administrators, Wilson said. They have been
allowed to enter the same field as men, Wilson said.

Women have the same opportunities as men,
Wilson said.

Women hold more admin-
istrative positions, Wilson
said. Women are in the
positions for women's are
not at the same level as
levels for men.

"We should be able to
be administrators in the
med-ical field," Wilson said.
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Collection unit starts tenant rating system

The East Lansing Planning Commission approved the 1975-76 Capital Improvements Program in a meeting Wednesday night.

The commission approved $27,200 to rehabilitate the Northfield Pointe apartments, leased to Summit Housing. This is the first year, the program, which had been planned for the 1974-75 fiscal year, has actually been implemented and second-year priorities are to be studied.

The commission approved $16,610 for general city improvements, which are prioritized by the preceding fiscal year's work. After the first priority, they approved $2,000 for general city improvements, which are second priority. Their philosophy, 16,000 for the annual accounts for the following fiscal year, was for First Part. Fourth, they approved $1,000 for a Five Days special account. A second portion of Capital Improvement Funds Projects was $2,000 for First Part. Final, made up of state gas and utility tax money.

The commission approved $11,110 for city funds for third priority, which is a special account for capital improvements. It is expected that the city will be able to do $11,000 in the first year, but the commission said that $17,000 can be paid toward this payment of the capital improvement for the next fiscal year. Third priority was not a part of the commission's funding.

By: Ann B. batter

The Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

James G. 28-year-old Lansing resident, said he has no idea what the system is. The Lansing Journal has been one of the projects the city has been working on for the past year, but he has no idea what it is or how it will work.

He said, "As long as a person pays their rent on time, it's fine. But if they can't..." Marie said.

The commission approved $1,000 for the development of the Lansing Journal, a proposed newspaper. This money would be used for the development of the Journal's first-year, but the commission said that it would not affect the operations of the Journal. The Lansing Journal is expected to begin publication in the fall.

Jacobson's East Room

Surrounds You With Elegance

If you would like to sample the atmosphere of the East Room at Jacobson's, a local specialty store, you can do so on Friday night at a modish bash called the "East Room Bash." The bash will be held at Jacobson's, 200 East Michigan Avenue, from 8-11 p.m. The bash will include a buffet dinner, open bar, and live entertainment.

The bash will feature a buffet dinner with a variety of appetizers, entrees, and desserts. The open bar will offer a wide selection of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. Live entertainment will include a DJ and a band. The bash is open to the public and tickets are available for purchase at Jacobson's.

To purchase tickets, call 332-5027 for more information. Tickets are $35 per person. Jacobson's East Room Bash is a special event, and tickets are limited, so be sure to purchase yours soon!

For more information, please call 332-5027 or visit Jacobson's website at www.Jacobsons.com.